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1. INTRODUCTION

The question of how wealth inequality has evolved over the years after the Great Recession has received a lot of attention in the policy debate, but even so there are few attempts in the academic literature to study the issue. One major reason for this lacuna is an absence of consistent longitudinal household wealth data, largely because few countries tax wealth and therefore do not systematically collect information about household balance sheets. In a recent effort to overcome this dearth of information, Saez and Zucman (2016) estimate top wealth shares in the U.S. using capitalized income tax data on interest earnings, dividends and interest payments, finding that wealth inequality has increased almost as dramatically as income inequality since the 1990s.¹

In this study, we examine how the wealth distribution in Sweden has evolved between 2000 and 2012 and to do this we also implement a similar capitalization

*Correspondence to: Daniel Waldenström, Paris School of Economics, 48 Boulevard Jourdan, 75014 Paris, France, (daniel.waldenstrom@psemail.eu).

¹This result goes counter to trends found in wealth surveys it is currently scrutinized by others and it is fair to say that consensus is not yet reached (see, e.g. Kopczuk, 2015; Wolff, 2015; Bricker et al., 2016).
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method as Saez and Zucman (2016) using Swedish micro data registers over income tax returns. In 2007 a center-right party coalition came to power in Sweden after a long period of Social Democratic rule. Among its first reforms was the repeal of the wealth tax, which meant that the tax authorities had to stop collecting information about individual wealth positions. As a consequence, no one has computed the level of wealth inequality in Sweden after 2007. Besides the wealth tax repeal this government implemented other reforms that could have influenced the wealth distribution, such as removing the progressiveness of property taxation and extending tax breaks for profit distribution for small business owners, both of which are likely to have increased inequality, but also cutting income taxes and lowering replacement rates in social insurance, which may have induced wealth accumulation lower down the distribution.

The study has two main purposes. First, we wish to estimate individual wealth holdings and overall wealth inequality among Swedish adults for the years since the wealth tax repeal. These estimates are the first of their kind for Sweden during this period.\(^2\) We construct a wealth register by combining observed stocks of some assets and debts (tax assessed property, listed dividend-paying listed corporate shares, and student loans for higher education) and capitalized stocks of financial assets and debts using records on income tax returns. Two aspects of these data should be noted. First, as we combine observed and capitalized wealth stocks, our data differ from the stocks constructed by Saez and Zucman (2016) for the U.S. which are entirely based on capitalized estimates. Like them, however, we do scale up all assets to match their respective aggregate amounts in the national and financial accounts. Second, our series are primarily aimed at prolonging the existing wealth distribution statistics previously produced by Statistics Sweden until 2007, which implies that the partial coverage of some assets in Statistics Sweden’s series is sustained in our new estimates.\(^3\)

The second purpose of the study is to evaluate the goodness-of-fit of estimates constructed by the capitalization method. The basis for doing this is to compare the capitalized stocks with their observed equivalents in the register data. Sweden kept a detailed Wealth Register from 2000 to 2007, containing third-party reported assets and liabilities of all individuals in current market value.\(^4\) Even though register data are not flawless, they still offer highly reliable estimates that allow us to make careful evaluations. We present several tests. One examines the crucial assumption in the capitalization method that yields should be the same for all wealth levels. We also individually contrast capitalized and register-data wealth levels and their distributional outcomes in the whole population for different asset and debt categories. Systematically testing the accuracy of

\(^2\)The previous main study of trends in Swedish wealth concentration, Roine and Waldenström (2009), ends in 2006. Statistics Sweden published two internal documents in which they have calculated capitalized asset and liabilities for some years before 2008 and the assessed the goodness of fit relative observed wealth positions (see Statistics Sweden, 2010, 2012).

\(^3\)The coverage of unincorporated business equity and funded pension assets is limited both in Statistics Sweden’s Wealth Register and in our new estimates concerns. We argue in sections 2 and 3 that this should have limited influence on our basic results.

\(^4\)The Wealth Register begins in 1999 but we have excluded this year from the analysis as it was the first year of data collection and it contains unexplainable patterns in the data.
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the capitalization method against observed wealth stocks in individual register data appears to be specific contribution to the literature. Atkinson and Harrison (1978, chapter 7) made a similar exercise, contrasting the capitalization method (or investment income method) using estate inventories as basis for estimating wealth distributions in the U.K. data around 1970. Their main finding was that estate inventories on the whole offered a more reliable picture and were therefore to be preferred. Fagereng et al. (2016) examine the consistency of capitalized estimates of financial assets using Norwegian register data, pointing at an overall poor performance of the capitalization method in matching the Gini coefficient.

Our main finding is that the Swedish wealth distribution has become more unequal since 2007, but by how much depends on time period considered and inequality measure used. Between 2007 and 2012, wealth inequality measured as the Gini coefficient for net wealth in the adult population rose by approximately one fifth, which is a notable increase for any wealth distribution over such short time period. Most (about two thirds) of this increase occurred during the turbulent years of 2008–2009, and decomposing the increase suggests that it is in part due to widening gaps in the housing market, especially tied to the booming values of unequally held apartments, and in part to a more skewed distribution of bank savings. When we examine the evolution of top wealth shares, they tell roughly the same story of an increase since 2007 that for the most part took place during the financial crisis years. The top wealth shares increased less than the Gini coefficient, underlining that it is largely on the housing market—houses are a typical upper middle-class asset—that we detect the main driver of increased inequality.

The evaluation of the capitalization method gives a mixed picture. Inequality trends produced by the capitalized, or rather our hybrid, estimates appear to be largely correlated with the trends observed in register sources, and practically every year-to-year change comes with the same sign in both cases. In other words, our main descriptive result that wealth inequality in Sweden has increased since 2007 rests on fairly stable grounds, as we see it. Turning to the levels estimated in the capitalization method, however, the performance is somewhat less robust. When we look at the purely capitalized stocks, there are sizeable deviations from the actual possessions, and the errors become larger the less homogenous and transparent are the underlying capital income or expense flows. Specifically, we project the value of stock exchange-listed corporate shares fairly well for companies that pay dividends but less so for those who do not. Bank deposits capitalized from average interest payments fit the actual data surprisingly poorly, reflecting primarily a significant amount of non-interest paying accounts (checking accounts) and that interest rates tend to vary across a number of dimensions (banks, individuals, account type, deposit size etc.). Measures of inequality for our estimated net wealth are up to fifteen percent above those of the Wealth Register, deviations being smallest for the Gini coefficient and largest for the top wealth shares. However, in the last year for which we have overlapping data, 2007, we have the best match with deviations within two percent for all measures.
2. DATA AND ESTIMATION STRATEGY

We estimate the Swedish wealth distribution statistics using register data in the longitudinal individual panel database LINDA, a nationally representative 3.35 percent sample (about 300,000 individuals) administered by Statistics Sweden. This database contains records collected from numerous public registers concerning taxation, social insurance, education and demographics. We confine our analysis to the adult population, meaning 20 years and above. Wealth variables are drawn from the Wealth Register, a specifically generated database at Statistics Sweden covering the period 1999–2007. The Wealth Register contains a large number of third-party reported variables of non-financial and financial assets and debts for all individuals in Sweden. After the wealth tax repeal financial institutions were no longer obliged to report individuals’ assets and debts to the authorities. Since 2008 there is no official individual wealth statistics kept at Statistics Sweden.\(^5\)

The Wealth Register of Statistics Sweden is by international standards an extraordinary database of personal wealth. It covers the entire population and most of its variables emanate from third-party reports and are thus not self-reported in surveys or personal tax returns. All variables are in current market value which in the case of real estate means multiplying tax-assessed values by municipal sales price ratios generated by Statistics Sweden. However, the Wealth Register has also some limitations. For example, current market values of real estate are based on transfer prices and to the extent that houses in the most exclusive areas are not transacted that often the estimated market values may not be fully reliable as discussed further below. A particular problem is the limited information about non-listed business equity and occupational pension wealth. These asset components are admittedly difficult to value and, in the case of pensions, not even fully marketable, but they are still part of official wealth definitions in the System of National Accounts. According to national wealth estimates (Waldenström, 2016), household-owned non-listed business equity comprised about five percent of total assets and funded pension claims comprised about 10 percent of total assets.\(^6\) Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to make a close examination of their impact on the wealth distribution, the appendix presents rough calculations suggesting rather limited (and, in particular, offsetting between unlisted equity and funded pension assets) distributional effects.\(^7\) Notwithstanding these limitations in the administrative registers, we are confident

\(^5\)For a detailed description of the Swedish wealth tax regime and its historical development, see Du Rietz and Henrekson (2015).

\(^6\)The Wealth Register variable “other assets” consists of the total value of self-reported items on tax returns that exceed the sum of third-party reported wealth. It is generally regarded to reflect the value of unlisted companies, cars, boats etc., and the value was approximately one tenth of the sum of these assets in the Swedish National Wealth Database (Waldenström, 2016).

\(^7\)We propose different distributions scenarios with respect to defined pension assets and closely held company equity. In the most unequal scenario (no pension assets and all closely held firms owned by the top wealth decile, two thirds owned by the top percentile and one third by the top 0.1 percentile), the top percentile wealth share increases by a little more than one third (from 20 percent to 27 percent). A recent estimation by Bach et al. (2015) of the value of privately held corporations suggests that the top percentile share rises to 25 percent. See further Appendix table A2.
that our data are still able to reflect the essential parts of the Swedish personal wealth distribution and its trends over recent years.

Wealth is estimated separately for the following categories: real estate (including both buildings and land), apartments, bank accounts, debt, listed stocks and mutual funds. For all these categories, the method can be tested and calibrated using the data provided by the Wealth Register. Overall net wealth is estimated by simply adding all assets in these categories and subtracting debts. In this way, we exclude some assets, in particular stock options, bonds and insurance-type investment vehicles. When comparing our estimated net wealth with that of the Wealth Register for the pre-2008 period, the excluded asset classes comprise 5–15 percent (depending on year) of total net wealth in the Wealth Register (see further the sensitivity analysis in Section 3).

We make some specific consistency adjustments of the data. First, asset and liability values are scaled such that their total values match the respective amounts in the national accounts and financial accounts, compiled and reported for all years in the Swedish National Wealth Database (Waldenström, 2016). Second, we sum our estimated assets and liabilities for married individuals in tax-registered households by dividing them equally across the married spouses. This adjustment is done primarily because we observe many instances of unequal division within households which is not necessarily caused by actual ownership differences but rather artefacts of the tax system. Even when married spouses own equal shares of a house, their capitalized mortgage debt computed from reported interest expenditures may show different shares. The reason is that Swedish tax returns allow married spouses to freely decide how much of their interest payments to accrue to each spouse. If only one spouse has earned income, and thus paid income taxes against which loan interests can be deducted, then this household will allocate all the interest expenses to that spouse. This may change the year after if working conditions are different. Therefore, assuming equal division in house ownership and mortgage lending removes any of this arbitrariness in the tax statistics.


Roughly half of all household assets are non-financial, most of this being owner-occupied housing and holiday homes and, among richer households, commercial real estate in the form of rental buildings and agricultural property. Property tax assessments exist for all years and we can use them to estimate the market value of real estate with reasonably high accuracy. Property is assessed every six years based on detailed information about characteristics of buildings and land and also of transaction prices from two years before the taxation year are used to compute market value for tax purposes. In principle, the taxable value of a property should be three quarters of its market value, but because all properties are not assessed annually and that the assessments may be lacking sufficient information about a property’s full characteristics, tax-assessed values may deviate from the benchmark. We compute annual market values from taxable values by multiplying the tax values with sales price ratios for each of Sweden’s 290
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municipalities that are calculated and provided annually by Statistics Sweden. This method has also been used by Statistics Sweden when constructing the Wealth Register and is generally accepted as providing a fair picture of the market value of real estate. It may have problems capturing outlier properties, particularly in municipalities where average property values are the highest. Such measurement problems would, if notable, put a downward bias on the inequality estimates as the highest real estate values would be underestimated. In the absence of reliable market price information at smaller regional areas than the municipality, we will in this study assume that these outliers are few and insignificant enough to not influence the overall distribution. The market value of a real estate is thus expressed as follows:

\[ y_{ijkt} = c_{jkt} z_{ijkt}, \]

where \( y \) is the estimated market value of real estate for property \( i \) of type \( j \) (permanent dwelling, second home, agricultural land, industrial land etc.) in municipality or county \( k \) in year \( t \). The sales-price ratio, \( c \), is computed from recent reported sales. For first and second homes, these ratios are municipal-level while for all other types, such as agricultural land, the ratios are county-level. Finally, \( z \) is the property’s tax-assessed value.

Apartments in condominium associations are tax-assessed at the condominium association level and not with the individual proprietors. The coverage of condominium assets in the Wealth Register is deemed by Statistics Sweden to be partial, and this asset class is therefore almost certainly measured with significant error. We use the values reported in the registers for each individual up to 2007, and for the period thereafter we assume that no apartments have been bought or sold. Individuals’ wealth in apartments is simply extrapolated using county-level apartment price statistics. Needless to say, this no-transaction assumption is very strong, but it is the best we can presently do with the information at hand. Our approach results in an underestimation of wealth for those who bought an apartment after 2007 and an overestimation for those who sold after 2007. In the future it may be possible to improve estimates of wealth in apartments by using the same method as in the Wealth Register, i.e. assuming that any person who officially is living at an address is the owner (or co-owner) of that apartment, unless it is rented. Values of apartments are estimated from the balance sheets of housing associations. Error sources include people living in apartments they do not own—because they are co-habiting, for example—or people owning apartments but not officially living there. Some error sources are eliminated by the new apartment register which is available from 2012. The apartment register enables the researcher to know who lives in which apartment, and not just who lives in each apartment block.

---

8Note that by using actual stocks, we completely avoid all the specific adjustments for realized capital gains that Saez and Zucman (2016) need to make when using property tax assessments as basis for estimating real estate wealth.

9See Statistics Sweden (2007). Furthermore, condominiums are in the official statistics defined as owner shares and thus included alongside corporate shares in the Financial Accounts (as “FA5190 Andra ägarandelar”).
2.2. Estimating the Value of Financial Assets

Financial assets comprise the second half of household assets. Bank deposits are estimated after 2007 by using a simple capitalization method whereby taxable interest income is divided by an annual average interest rate. The interest rate is chosen so that total bank holdings are as in the Financial Accounts. We calculate bank deposits as follows:

\[
\hat{b}_{it} = \frac{q_{it}}{\hat{r}_t},
\]

where \(b\) is bank account holdings, \(q\) is interest income received (as reported to tax authorities), \(r\) is the aggregate average interest rate and \(B\) is aggregate bank deposits from the Financial Accounts, for individual \(i\) and year \(t\). Substituting \(\hat{r}\) and summing over individuals gives that \(\sum_i \hat{b}_{it} = B_t\).

Corporate shares in exchange-listed companies and mutual funds are observed up until 2007, and thereafter estimated using information about dividends paid. Specifically, for dividend-paying listed shares we employ the fact that dividends are still reported by brokers to the tax authorities for the purposes of capital income taxation. This information includes the total dividend payout as well as ISIN (International Securities Identification Number) for each security. Additionally, we have received information about yearly dividends and share prices for each exchange-listed firm from the financial information company SIX. All of this information allows us to compute the number of dividend-paying shares for each individual and year. This multiplied by the market price gives us the total value of these shares. The most obvious limitation here is that not all companies pay out dividends, so these will be missed entirely (when \(D = 0\) in the notation used below). For such shares we assume that the individual has retained the shares, i.e. not sold any shares or reinvested any dividends since 2007. If an individual owned shares in a company in 2007 which in some later year did not pay dividends, the value of shares is assumed to be the number of shares owned in 2007 multiplied by the end-of-year closing price in the year concerned. For every year after 2007, the value of shares is thus computed as follows:

\[
\hat{V}_i = \sum_j \frac{D_{ij}}{d_j} P_j 1[D_{ij} > 0] + P_j \hat{r}_{ij} \ 2007 \ 1[D_{ij} = 0],
\]

where \(V_i\) is the total value of shares for individual \(i\), \(D_{ij}\) is total dividends received by individual \(i\) from security \(j\) (from tax data), \(d_j\) is the dividend amount per unit

\(^{10}\)We have attempted to improve on the simple capitalization method by using the rich demographic characteristics that are at our disposal (such as age, gender, income and place of residence). However, this regression approach mostly seems to add noise and is inferior to crude capitalization. The result was the same when we attempted to predict future interest rates using a regression with individual fixed effects.
of security \( j \), \( P_j \) is the end-of-year market value of security \( j \) and \( n_{ij,2007} \) is the number of shares held in 2007.

For individuals holding the same company shares over an entire year, this approach allows us to estimate the market value of this ownership almost exactly. A complication is that a person may receive dividends from two or more firms with the same money, as it were, if the ex-dividend dates differ. Hence there would be double-counting. However this should not be a major problem as most Swedish companies have their ex-dividend dates at approximately the same time in late spring. This said, this approach is associated with a measurement error that can be expected to grow over time. We have considered experimenting with constructing models using observed dividend income and their relation to non-dividend paying shares, or alternatively observed realized capital gains from the selling of financial assets, but concluded that it is not clear that they would produce less uncertain estimates.

The value of Sweden-registered mutual funds is estimated in the same way as corporate shares. Since most of them generate dividend income, their ISINs are reported to the tax authority. Using dividend and fund value data from SIX, total fund holdings can be estimated with high accuracy. However, mutual funds registered in other countries (typically Luxembourg) do not normally pay dividends for tax reasons. Here we use the same method as for shares and assume that the individual has made no sales or purchases since 2007.

2.3. Estimating the Value of Liabilities

There are two main categories of household debt: Mortgage debt and student debt. The latter consists of public loans from the student loan authority (CSN) to adults enrolled in educational programs. They represent about one tenth of all household debts (Waldenström, 2016). We observe these student loans in the LINDA register. Mortgage (and other kinds of bank) debt is estimated with a simple capitalization approach similar to the one used for bank accounts. Interest expenses are tax-deductible and therefore available in the LINDA register. For each year, interest is divided by an interest rate assumed to be the same for all individuals. The interest rate is chosen so that total debt equals the amount stated in the Financial Accounts. Non-student debt is estimated as follows:

\[
\hat{d}_{it} = \frac{p_{it}}{\hat{r}_t},
\]

\[
\hat{r}_t = \frac{\sum_i p_{it}}{D_t},
\]

where \( d \) is debt, \( p \) is loan interest paid, \( r \) is the aggregate average interest rate and \( D \) is aggregate debt from the financial accounts. Substituting \( \hat{r} \) and summing over individuals reveals that \( \sum_i \hat{d}_{it} = D_t \).

2.4. Estimated and Observed Wealth Stocks

Summing up the descriptions of assets and liabilities, our analyzed series of Swedish household wealth data over the period 2000–2012 will cover both
observed and projected components. The subsequent analysis will be based on both these series in their aggregate and a comparison of observed and capitalized values asset by asset.

The series that we call *New estimates* represents our best estimate of the Swedish wealth distribution for the period after 2007 but we have computed it for the entire study period 2000–2012. It consists of a combination of reported stocks, capitalized stocks and extrapolated stocks. The reported stocks are real estate (from property tax assessments), the listed shares that pay dividends and student loans. The capitalized stocks are bank deposits and bank debt liabilities. The price-based forward-extrapolated stocks are condominium apartments, listed shares that do not pay dividends and mutual funds. Some minor financial assets, mainly bonds and stock options, are not part of any of these series due to a lack of reliable price or return data.

The series that we call *Wealth Register* consists of only series reported by Statistics Sweden for the years 2000–2007 in the Wealth Register. None of these asset components are capitalized. In the robustness analysis we also analyze a variant of this series, *Wealth Register, full*, which also contains the smaller financial asset items mentioned above. This variable corresponds to Statistics Sweden’s main personal wealth definition.

### 3. Evaluating the Capitalization Method

This section presents an evaluation of the capitalization method and of our estimated wealth stocks, a hybrid of observed and capitalized stocks. The method of calculating wealth through capitalizing tax return-based asset yields has received renewed attention after Saez and Zucman (2016) used it to estimate the U.S. wealth distribution since the beginning of the twentieth century. The method as such is not new; in fact, it is one of the oldest statistical approaches to constructing wealth estimates, both at aggregate and individual levels.\(^{11}\) However, there are few previous studies that investigate how well the method performs when it comes to generating accurate estimates, in particular concerning distributional outcomes. One exception is Atkinson and Harrison (1978, chapter 7), who thoroughly discuss the pros and cons of the capitalization method, or as they call it, the investment income method, and also compare its estimates with those generated by the estate multiplier method.\(^{12}\) They conclude that the capitalization method is relatively less consistent and more sensitive to assumptions made, but it should be noted that they do not

---

\(^{11}\)Most estimations of national wealth made a century ago relied to large extent on the capitalization method. See Atkinson and Harrison (1978) and Saez and Zucman (2016) for references and further discussion.

\(^{12}\)The estate multiplier method is a technique that uses inverse mortality rates across age and social groups to transform the wealth of the deceased (reported in estate inventory reports) into the distribution of wealth of the living. This is has been the traditional method in the U.K. for estimating wealth distributions (see further Atkinson and Harrison, 1978, chapter 4).
use individual-level data in their comparative analysis but instead rely on aggregate evidence.  

Our rich register dataset, and especially the fact that we observe stocks as reported in the register data (e.g. debt, bank accounts) and capital income flows (e.g. interest paid and received) during the period 2000–2007, allows us to evaluate the capitalization method by contrasting it against register records on individually held assets and liabilities. As noted above, the most reliable market values in the register data are those on financial assets and liabilities.

We run two tests. First, we examine the accuracy of the basic assumption that the rate of return does not differ for different size of an assets. Second, we make individual-level comparisons between capitalized and the observed stocks during the period 2000–2007, in terms of both levels and distributional outcomes. We do this for different classes of assets.

3.1. Do Rates of Return Differ Across the Wealth Distribution?

A crucial assumption behind the capitalization method is that interest rates and rates of return are independent of the size of the stock portfolio, bank account etc. Figure 1 offers evidence on whether this assumption holds for reported return on bank deposits and listed corporate shares and for reported interest expenses on mortgage debt in Sweden during the period 2000–2007.

Looking at bank account assets, panel a of Figure 1 plots a local regression of the average interest rate paid on the amount of bank deposits kept by each individual for three different years (Appendix graph A1 shows all years for all variables in Figure 1). Hockey stick-type patterns appear in these years, showing yields that first drop sharply at the lower end and then rise in the size of bank deposits. The pattern differs for 2006 and 2007 when implied interest rates increase almost monotonically. The reason is that these two years are based on better data as administrative routines for collecting bank holdings changed; prior to 2006 only deposits generating interests annually of 100 SEK (about 10 euros) had to be reported to tax authorities and from 2006 all bank accounts holding more than 10,000 SEK had to be reported, regardless of the amount of interest earned. This increased the number of people with positive amounts by one sixth and amounts by at least as much, primarily capturing accounts with zero interest rates (e.g. checking or salary accounts).

It is this observed positive relationship between bank deposits and interest rate that accounts for why our capitalization estimates indicate substantially higher dispersion of bank deposits than does the Wealth Register.

Panel b shows the relationship between the value of individuals’ ownership of listed corporate stock and the implied dividend yield, i.e. total received dividends divided by the market value of shares. Perhaps surprisingly, we find a clear negative relationship, with dividend yields being somewhat lower for larger possessions. One possible explanation could be that individuals who do not own

---

13Among the most important shortcomings, the authors point out that only some assets report a cash yield and the inflexible manner by which certain assets produce a yield. Also problematic are the variation in yields across asset types and sizes of holdings (Atkinson and Harrison, 1978, p. 199f).
many shares stick to established high-dividend firms, while large investors dare venture into low-dividend growth firms whose returns are instead largely in the form of capital gains. Another explanation could be related to the fact that this analysis abstracts from the total stock return, which includes dividend payouts,
observed on tax returns, and reinvested profits that materialize in the form of increased company values, i.e. as capital gains, and are therefore typically not observed on tax returns. Bach et al. (2015) examine such a broader asset returns, and find that they are indeed higher for richer individuals. Overall, these findings indicate that the crude capitalization approach may be quite problematic, and that estimates based on taxable dividend incomes would probably underestimate the concentration of share ownership.

Lastly, panel c plots the local regressions of average interest rates on the amount of bank debt. The implied interest rate is calculated for each individual as tax-deductible interest divided by total liabilities (excluding student loans). See the appendix for a plot of all years. There is a clear negative relationship between implied interest rate and the amount of debt for all years. In 2007, those with less than 10,000 euros of debt pay an average interest rate of about 6 percent while individuals with more than 100,000 euros of debt pay around 4 percent.

As no information on type of debt is given in the Wealth Register, we can only speculate as to the cause of this finding. Perhaps those with little debt hold

Figure 2. Rates of return across fractiles in the distribution

*Note:* Returns and interest expenses in percent of the respective stocks, contingent on holding positive amounts.
mostly consumer or credit card debt, while highly indebted individuals predominantly have low-interest mortgages. It is also possible that people with a lot of debt can negotiate lower interest rates with banks. If the negative relationship between debt and interest rate persists in the low interest rate environment after the financial crisis, our capitalization method will underestimate the debt levels of highly indebted people. This may explain why the capitalization method returns a lower Gini coefficient for liabilities than the Wealth Register.

Figure 2 maps the variance of yields over wealth, but this time for specified fractiles in the wealth distribution contingent on individuals having positive yields (or debt payments) in each case. The overall patterns are similar as above, indicating that rates of return differ across wealth groups. There are, however, differences in how large these yield variations are, both across assets and within assets over time. Bank yields locate within a quite narrow range, between one and three percent annual interest, for all wealth holders in all years. Stock returns appear to decrease, possibly for the reasons discussed above. Bank debt interests fall in the level of wealth, with the bottom half paying 50–100 percent higher interest rates than the top 0.1 percentile. Total financial returns, finally, appear to increase over the distribution if one disregards the abnormal (stock) returns in the bottom group.

Altogether, our results offer little support for the hypothesis that an individual’s return on assets in general is independent of the amount owned in that asset class. Since variations differ both across assets and over time, it is difficult to offer any simple rules of thumb regarding the implications of this returns variability.

3.2. How Well Do Capitalized Stocks Capture Distributional Outcomes?

We now turn to analyzing the goodness-of-fit of the estimated wealth stocks. Figure 3 shows histograms over the distribution of ratios of individual values of our estimated assets, liabilities and net wealth to their equivalent values in the Wealth Register in 2007 (Appendix Figure A2 reports the same ratios for three years: 2000, 2004 and 2007). The bar at value one on the x-axis represents the share of adults for which the ratio is one plus/minus 10 percent deviation of the Wealth Register value, i.e. when the capitalized value is approximately equal to the stock observed in the register data. Bars below unity reflect the number of individuals for which the capitalized wealth is lower than recorded in the Wealth Register whereas bars above one accordingly reflect cases where we estimate a higher wealth than what the register shows.

14 Average stock returns are abnormally high among the lower groups; in the excluded bottom half they range between 10 and 20 percent up until 2006 and between 30 and 40 percent thereafter. One possible reason is that we observe dividend payouts from mutual funds that are not part of the asset class considered (direct-owned corporate shares).

15 For reasons of readability we have restricted the histograms to show ratios in the interval between 0 (when capitalized wealth is zero although register wealth is positive) and 2 (when capitalized wealth is twice the amount of register wealth) but there are a number of observations outside this range that naturally are worse in terms of the goodness-of-fit. These are either those where the register wealth is zero, which are dropped since the ratio is undefined, or those with a ratio above two. The relative share of these observations vary across asset classes, but appear to be the lowest for our composite wealth variables (about one tenth for net wealth) and highest for capitalized liabilities and bank deposits with up to a fifth of observations outside the [0,2] interval.
Real estate (panel a) is well estimated: about 90 percent of individuals have values that are approximately the same as in the Wealth Register. This high degree of congruence stems from the fact that we employ the same tax-assessed property values as Statistics Sweden did when constructing wealth variables. Therefore it is somewhat puzzling to there remain slight deviations between our estimate and

Figure 3. Goodness-of-fit of capitalized wealth by asset classes in 2007

Note: These histograms do not cover the full range of observations as we have restricted them to show ratios between 0 and 2. The share of observations outside this range varies as follows: real estate 0.3%, bank deposits 6.3%, corporate shares 9.6%, gross wealth 1.9%, bank debt 20.0% and net wealth 9.7%.

Real estate (panel a) is well estimated: about 90 percent of individuals have values that are approximately the same as in the Wealth Register. This high degree of congruence stems from the fact that we employ the same tax-assessed property values as Statistics Sweden did when constructing wealth variables. Therefore it is somewhat puzzling to there remain slight deviations between our estimate and
that of the Wealth Register. Bank deposits (panel b) exhibit a large bar at zero, suggesting that we estimate a large share (about one third) of adults as having no bank account assets even when they do hold such assets according to the Wealth Register. The main explanation for this misspecification is that these are people with deposits in interest-free bank accounts, predominantly salary and checking accounts, where no interest income is received. In equations (2) and (3), this situation corresponds to having $q=0$. Furthermore, only for less than one tenth of all adults do we estimate bank assets at the correct level. We therefore conclude that the capitalization method does a relatively poor job when estimating bank deposits.

Corporate shares (panel c) are estimated with more accuracy, with the modal bar containing two thirds of the population. The bar is located just over one, reflecting a scaling effect when adjusting to the financial accounts total (without the scaling, the high bar is exactly at one). The deviations in the figure—about one third of the cases are estimated with substantial error—reflect in part non-dividend paying corporations and in part transactions in individual portfolios between the time of the dividend receipt (usually late spring) and the end of the year when the wealth is measured. Note that after 2007, we lack information about non-dividend paying shares, which means that our estimates will be worse than the fit indicated by the figure. Furthermore, our estimates are different from the crude capitalization method using average dividend yields to scale up reported dividend incomes by individual; Figure 5 below examines how this affects the goodness-of-fit.

Gross assets in panel d are the sum of financial and non-financial assets, and it shows that our estimates get almost two thirds of the cases just about right. Mortgage debt in panel e is estimated using the capitalization method (equations (5) and (6)) and we get a relatively large dispersion of ratios to the observed debt. This relatively poor goodness-of-fit can be attributed to several different possible factors, but two of them stand out. First, individual interest rates can differ quite substantially from the grand average computed from dividing total interest payments by total bank debt. Second, when people change their debt status during the year, by either selling their house or buying a new one, this means that the end-of-year balance differs from what is reflected in the accumulated interest payments. Finally, net wealth ratios are shown in panel f and they offer a similar, but slightly more accurate, picture compared to that shown in panel e. For the year 2007 we find that almost 40 percent of adults have about the same net wealth as shown in the Wealth Register and two thirds are within a 30 percent deviation. Absent similar investigations for other countries, we are unsure about whether this match is to be considered good, acceptable or bad. For the time being we have to accept it as it stands and that its credibility is largely in the eye of the beholder.

Next, we compare Gini coefficients of our new wealth estimates compare with those of Statistics Sweden’s Wealth Register. Figure 4 focuses on three asset

---

16We have examined the possible reasons for these deviations but without finding conclusive answers. We employ the same tax-assessed stocks and municipal sales price ratios as Statistics Sweden do in their calculations. A close scrutiny of Statistics Sweden’s computer code has revealed a small error that could explain some (or all) of the deviation, but this has not been verified.
classes (real estate, bank deposits and listed shares) and on bank debt (in next section we discuss the case of net wealth). In the case of real estate, the overall levels and trends are similar, as expected, and in the three last overlapping years, the coefficients are practically identical. Before 2005, there is the puzzling deviation that we already saw in the previous subsection, but note that its impact on the Gini is still only about a two–three percent deviation and thus hardly alarming.

For bank deposits, the distributional goodness-of-fit is not impressive. The figure depicts a very large discrepancy between the two cases: the capitalization-based Gini hovers around 0.85–0.90 while in the Wealth Register it is around 0.75–0.85, with a deviation of approximately 5–10 percent. It should be noted, though, that the trends are fairly similar, and this also holds true for the year-to-year changes that almost always have the same sign. Having said that, the dramatic increase in 2009 may well reflect a disproportionate sensitivity of the capitalized levels as the market interest rate in this year plummeted (from 5–6 percent in 2008 to 1–2 percent in 2009) following the expansionary monetary policy push in the wake of the financial crisis.

The distribution of corporate shares listed on the stock exchange are closely matched in terms of both levels and trends over the entire period. Recall, however, that this result is largely due to the fact that we were able to observe the number

Figure 4. Gini coefficients of some assets and debts

*Note:* Top wealth shares in the adult (20+) population (LINDA database). Shaded areas are 95 percent confidence intervals. “New estimates” denotes the dispersion of adult individual wealth estimated from our hybrid approach combining observed and capitalized wealth stocks as described in text. “Wealth Register” denotes wealth shares from Statistics Sweden’s Wealth Register. Data series are from Table A1.
of shares owned and can use this information to estimate the value of non-dividend paying shares. After 2007, this information is not available, so we assume that no transactions are made. However, as most companies pay dividends the proximity of the Gini coefficients indicates that our method works quite well.

Bank debt excluding student loans, lastly, is distributed quite similarly in the capitalized estimates and the Wealth Register. Both series have Gini coefficients at 0.70–0.75 and both exhibit modest downward trends except perhaps for the very last year in the overlapping period when they move in slightly different directions.17

The overall message of the distributional comparisons is in other words a bit mixed. There is a very poor goodness-of-fit in how capitalized bank deposits are distributed; its inequality trend is fairly similar across sources but the level differs considerably. In the case of real estate, listed shares and non-student liabilities, however, the picture looks better. Both levels and trends of the Gini coefficients are similar when using either capitalized or register-based wealth.

Figure 5 compares distributional outcomes for corporate shares when using our estimates, the Wealth Register and a coarse capitalization approach based on taxable dividend income and aggregate dividend yield (i.e. the average return on all equity). Panel a shows the Gini in these three cases, and the main message is that the capitalization technique offers a quite bad fit, being much lower in the early period and then increasing rapidly and thus offering a quite different time trend. In panels b and c, we report the same ratios over the Wealth Register stocks as shown above, and this confirms the much worse fit of the capitalization approach for corporate shares.


No one has investigated the trend in wealth inequality in Sweden over the recent years due to the dismantling of official wealth distribution statistics after the wealth tax repeal in 2007. This section therefore presents the first attempt to describe this evolution, beginning with the basic trends comparing wealth levels across deciles as well as some key measures of wealth inequality: top wealth shares and the Gini coefficient.

4.1. Main Trends

Table 1 presents the distribution of our estimated net wealth among adults living in Sweden in 2012. Average wealth is 80,800 EUR but median wealth is only 10,400 EUR. The richest tenth of the population consists of people owning at least 248,000 EUR in wealth. They hold two thirds of all privately owned wealth in the country, with an average wealth of 545,000 EUR. Within this group, however, there is considerable heterogeneity. The top percentile holds 21 percent of total wealth and has an average wealth of 1.8 million EUR whereas the average

17We also tried with an alternative method of estimating housing debt, based on obtained information on registered mortgages (liens) from the Swedish land registration authority (Lantmäteriet). However, the match is considerably worse than for the capitalized interest expense even though it replicates average debt levels and their trends relatively well (results available upon request).
wealth of the lower nine percentiles is 428,000 EUR. In the very top, the highest 0.1 percentile, average wealth is almost 5.7 million EUR, which is about 70 times the average wealth in the whole population and the threshold for qualifying to this group, 2.8 million EUR, is 185 times the median wealth.

**TABLE 1**

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH AMONG SWEDISH ADULTS IN 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wealth group</th>
<th>Number of adults</th>
<th>Lower wealth threshold (Euros)</th>
<th>Average wealth</th>
<th>Wealth share (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full adult population</td>
<td>7,601,100</td>
<td>85,000</td>
<td>85,000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom half (P0–50)</td>
<td>3,800,500</td>
<td>-21,000</td>
<td>-21,000</td>
<td>-11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper half less Top 10% (P50–90)</td>
<td>3,040,400</td>
<td>11,900</td>
<td>98,000</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 10% (P90–100)</td>
<td>760,100</td>
<td>260,300</td>
<td>564,000</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 10–1% (P90–99)</td>
<td>674,100</td>
<td>260,300</td>
<td>428,000</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 1% (P99–100)</td>
<td>76,000</td>
<td>902,700</td>
<td>1,792,000</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 1–0.1% (P99.9–99.9)</td>
<td>68,400</td>
<td>902,700</td>
<td>1,353,000</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 0.1% (P99.9–100)</td>
<td>7,600</td>
<td>2,798,400</td>
<td>5,764,000</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Based on the adult (20+) population of individuals in the LINDA database. The concept of wealth in the table is net wealth (total assets minus debts). Wealth consists of our estimated wealth as described in the text.*
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Looking at the bottom of the distribution, the wealth share turns negative. We have reason to believe that the negative share of the bottom half is too large, reflecting insufficiencies in the capitalization method, but observing negative net wealth shares in the bottom is nothing unusual but in fact seen in most industrialized nations (OECD, 2015). This naturally reflects the important role of debt, which in Sweden is a combination of mortgage and educational borrowing, for wealth inequality. The share of negative net wealth is known to be much larger in Sweden than in other countries (see Cowell, 2013; Cowell and Van Kerm, 2015), and this probably reflects a combination of factors, including underlying country-differences in borrowing patterns as well as insufficient coverage of assets, e.g. that Swedes are able to borrow against their mortgage in order to purchase consumer durables which are not recorded as assets in the wealth statistics.

The evolution of the Swedish wealth distribution during 2000–2012 is displayed in Figure 6. It shows both our estimated wealth (New estimates) and the register wealth (Wealth Register). Looking at the trends in average net wealth in

---

**Note:** Note that Gini coefficients reaching values close to (and possibly even exceeding) one reflect that the bottom groups in the wealth distribution has negative net wealth. All Gini coefficients are based on the same population of adult (20+) individuals in the LINDA database. “Earnings” contain all labor-related income excluding transfers and social-security related income (e.g., insurance payments and pensions). “Disposable income” contains total income net of direct taxes and transfers. “Wealth” is our estimated wealth. See note to figure 4 and the text for further information.
the upper left panel, each of the ten deciles exhibit the same overall trends in the overlapping years although the levels do not match perfectly. During the whole period, average wealth increased by 75 percent in real terms. Most of the increase occurred before the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2008. The figure shows that gaps are widening over the period. The top three deciles saw average wealth increase two- or threefold while the bottom three deciles experienced an opposite trend with net wealth dropping to even more negative levels. Comparing the trends within the top half of the distribution shows a fairly homogenous experience even though the top three deciles increased the most.

The trend in overall wealth inequality, measured as the Gini coefficient of net wealth, is shown in the upper right panel of Figure 6 (see Appendix Table A1 for all values). Two Gini estimates are presented, one based on the Wealth Register for the years 2000–2007 and the other based on our capitalized wealth estimates over the full period. Note that the Gini comes close to a value of one, which is not uncommon in the wealth distribution as net wealth of the poorest deciles is often negative, which drives up the Gini coefficient to very high values. While have such high Gini coefficients may make the standard normative interpretations of the Gini measure implausible (e.g. how do distribute negative shares of a total?), Cowell and Van Kerm (2015) and others have pointed out the Gini coefficient is still statistically well-defined and can be used in distributional analysis.

The main message of the Gini is one of relative stability, though with two distinct periods materializing. The Gini coefficient fell somewhat from 2000 until 2007 and then increased quite much, by about 20 percent, between 2007 up to 2012. While the decrease in the first period is fairly gradual, the subsequent rise after 2007 takes place entirely during the beginning during 2008 and 2009, the years immediately during the peak of the financial crisis. Another result is the Gini coefficient using capitalized wealth is higher than the Gini coefficient based on administrative register data throughout the period, although the difference falls between 2000 and 2007.\footnote{Kernel density estimations of both cases in year 2007 indicate that the biggest deviations are found in the lower half of the distribution (Appendix Figure A6).}

Top wealth shares offer another view of the development of wealth inequality. We saw in Table 1 that the top decile in Sweden holds approximately two thirds of all the country’s private net wealth, a level that is also found today in most Western countries (Roine and Waldenström, 2015). Figure 6 also presents the recent evolution of top wealth shares, where the richest decile group is divided into three subgroups: the lowest nine tenths of the top decile (top 10–1 percent), the lowest nine tenths of the top percentile (top 1–0.1 percent) and finally the wealthiest group in the population, the top 0.1 percentile. Around 2008–2009 all series in the Figure increase, but it is only the top 10–1 percent group that increases relative to the pre-2007 period; the two subgroups belonging to the top percentile merely jump back to their earlier level of the 2000s. This pattern suggests that the increased inequality documented above in the Gini coefficient, if anything, does not seem to be primarily driven by wealth gains among the very richest. This said, seen over a longer time period, the Swedish top wealth shares
of the 2000s and 2010s are still higher than they were in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s (Roine and Waldenström, 2009). 19

Finally, we contrast the evolution of wealth inequality in Sweden against the contemporaneous evolution of the inequality of earnings and disposable income in the same adult population. The lower right panel of Figure 6 shows how all series break around 2008–2009 with inequality levels being clearly higher afterwards. This simultaneity indicates how different distributional outcomes may reflect common shocks to society, e.g. a financial and economic crisis. A more direct link is offered by more unequally held bank deposits, and thus also through more unequal capital incomes, which our compositional analysis in the following section indicates matters for the increase in wealth inequality.

To sum up these descriptive results, we find that the distribution of personal wealth in Sweden appears to have become more unequal since 2007 and that most of this change occurred during 2008–2009 while little has happened in the period thereafter. This said, the uncertainty in some of the estimated assets found in the

19 The top decile share was 55-60 percent from the 1970s up to the 2000s, but 75 percent in 1951, 83 percent in 1935 and 92 percent in 1920 (Roine and Waldenström, 2009, table A1).
previous section combined with the fact that the inequality increase occurs just around the time when we only have capitalized wealth data warrants some caution when making conclusions from these findings.

4.2. The Role of Asset Composition

What mechanisms have been important for the shape and change of the wealth distribution in Sweden over the studied period? Previous studies show how differing portfolio structures across the population can matter. For example, financial assets tend to dominate the portfolios of the rich tend while middle-class people have most of their wealth in their homes (see, e.g. Guiso et al., 2000).

Figure 7 depicts shares of asset components and liabilities in gross wealth for four quantile groups in the Swedish wealth distribution. There are notable differences between the groups: Listed shares account for 16 percent of gross assets of the top 0.1 percentile but only two percent for the bottom nine deciles. Real estate, including homes as well as rental property, agricultural land and timber tracts, and apartments comprises four fifths of assets in the bottom nine deciles and as much as two thirds in the top 0.1 percentile. While this difference is substantial, it is still much smaller than what Saez and Zucman (2016) find for the U.S.; their estimations indicate a share of housing of top 0.1 percentile portfolios of about one twentieth (5 percent) and a ten percent share in top percentile portfolios during 2000–2012. The recent survey of household finances in fifteen European countries (OECD, 2015, ch. 6) indicates that real estate shares in top percentile portfolios ranges between one third (Austria) and nine tenths (Luxembourg).

There may be several possible explanations for this large country variation. For example, differential capital taxation could matter where in Sweden particularly agricultural land and forests have been taxed relatively little as compared to other tax bases. However, this importance also reflects the fact that our Swedish capitalized wealth estimates (as well as the register data of Statistics Sweden) do not cover values of equity in closely held corporations work to suppress financial asset shares and top wealth shares significantly.\(^{20}\)

Looking at the trends in wealth composition in Sweden shown in Figure 10, there is a much more homogenous pattern across groups. In fact, the compositional profiles hardly change and this rules out any large-scale structural changes driving household wealth distribution trends in Sweden.

An alternative approach to investigate the role of asset components in wealth inequality is to compute their relative contributions to the Gini coefficient at different points in time using the method of Lerman and Yitzhaki (1985). Specifically, this method utilizes the fact that the Gini coefficient \( G \) is additively decomposable by the \( K \) assets and liability sources: \( G = \sum_{k=1}^{K} S_k G_k R_k \), where \( S_k \) is the share of the \( k \)th wealth component in total wealth, \( G_k \) its degree of dispersion,

\(^{20}\)Appendix Table A2 presents values of equity in closely held firms and unincorporated businesses distributed according to different assumed schemes across top fractiles in the wealth distribution. Assuming constant ranks in the distribution, adding the value of this unlisted equity raises—in the most unequal scenario—the share of financial assets in the top 0.1 percentile from 1/3 to 2/3. Less unequal scenarios imply less of a difference.
and $R_k$ the Gini correlation ratio with total wealth.\textsuperscript{21} From this equation, we compute $k$’s share of wealth inequality $I_k = S_k G_k R_k$.

Figure 8 presents the results for $I_k$ across six components when decomposing the net wealth Gini coefficient (see detailed results in Appendix table A3). Real estate stands for the largest contribution of roughly two thirds, but with a slightly decreasing trend. Bank deposits became more unequally held and also more correlated with the rest of wealth, and thus contributes to the increase in overall Gini. We cannot fully account for all reasons, but since the sum of bank deposits did not change this indicates a simultaneous increase in bank savings in the top of the distribution and decrease in the bottom of the distribution. Possibly, lower bank savings among poorer groups could be due to income shocks caused by the crisis while increased bank savings among the rich could be due to portfolio reallocation from risky to safe assets as a consequence of the financial turbulence. Apartment ownership also contributed to the increased inequality, but not because these have become more unequally held, but because their aggregate share of all of household wealth has increased following a period of substantial house price increases over the past years. Neither corporate equity nor mutual fund ownership contributed much to the change in wealth inequality. Bank debt, finally, was slightly disequalizing until 2009 but slightly equalizing afterwards.

\textsuperscript{21}The Gini correlation ratio is calculated as the covariance of wealth source $k$ and the cumulative distribution of total wealth divided by the covariance of wealth source $k$ and its own cumulative distribution.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The question we set out to answer in this study is how the Swedish personal wealth distribution has evolved since 2007. This year, a right-wing party alliance was elected after a long period of Social Democratic rule and among its first reforms was to repeal the wealth tax, a measure that among other things effectively dismantled official individual wealth statistics. No one has since then been able to measure wealth inequality in Sweden. Using capitalization techniques to compute financial wealth data and combining this with observed wealth stocks in the property assessments, we have tried to estimate individual wealth levels in the adult population and compute distributional outcomes.

Our main result concerning wealth inequality in Sweden is that it appears to have increased since 2007. The recorded rise in the Gini coefficient and top wealth shares is about ten percent, and almost all of this increase occurred around the years of the financial crisis 2008–2009. A decomposition analysis shows that it can be attributed primarily to more unequal holdings of apartments and bank savings.

The trustworthiness of capitalized wealth data for distributional analyses is central for this conclusion. We compare our estimated wealth series, based on both observed and capitalized stocks, with the register-based wealth levels and find both cases of high consistency and instances of large deviations. The goodness-of-fit increases in the detail of the income flow data. For example, when we observe firm-specific dividends we are able to estimate the value of corporate shares with high precision. By contrast, estimating the value of bank holdings and bank debt using composite interest income and aggregate interest yields produces fairly poor fits throughout. Overall, our estimated wealth inequality trends are positively correlated with those observed in the registers, but the fit of levels varies between assets.

Looking ahead, our investigation has pointed to a need to make further inquiries into the structure and change of Swedish wealth inequality. We are currently limited by the fact that Swedish registers do not cover all private assets, most importantly the equity of non-listed firms, including holdings of private equity funds among a specific segment in the financial industry, and savings in funded pension schemes, which together represent approximately one fifth of all household wealth. It is a priori not obvious how this measurement problem affects our findings, since non-listed corporate stock is probably more skewed than non-equity wealth while occupational pension wealth may well be more equally divided than other assets. Adding these, and other, missing data points would not only improve the measurement of wealth inequality but also offer further insights into the role of institutions, e.g. how social insurance or pensions influence individuals’ willingness to privately accumulate capital. While it is beyond the scope of the present study to make such extensions they are the kind of examinations that should be given priority in future investigations.
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